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Research Methods for Graduate Business and Social Science
Students - John Adams 2007-09-18
Research Methods for Graduate Business and Social Science Students is
a fundamental and easy guide to studying research methods. In addition
to the general concepts relating to research methods, broad research
issues and theoretical concepts critical to research are discussed. The
book is written in a highly reader-friendly manner and contains plenty of
examples and helpful practical exercises at the end of each chapter to
reinforce and enjoy learning. Divided into 16 chapters, the authors aim
to clearly and concisely explain the basics of quantitative and qualitative
analysis and research to students, including: - Research ethics Formulation and process of research - Literature analysis and critical
reading - How to plan and implement a research project - Data collection,
survey research and data management - Practical research techniques Elementary and advanced statistical analyses - Assessment, reliability
and validity of research work - Guidelines on research writing and
structures of dissertation
Business Research Methods - William G. Zikmund 2009
This best-selling text continues in its eighth edition to provide the most
current and comprehensive coverage of business research. Its studentfriendly design contains numerous examples illustrating real-world

research in management, marketing, finance, accounting, and other
business areas. BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODS, 8E, International
Edition is the ideal text for undergraduate and first year MBA courses in
marketing, management, or quantitative studies.
The Essence of Research Methodology - Jan Jonker 2010-03-10
Methodology is the ?eld which is indisputably complex. In the academic
world, it is often said to be important, yet in everyday academic practice,
it is not always treated accordingly. In teaching, methodology is often a
mandatory course. Usually, it consists of learning how to adopt several
common approaches when doing research, and how to conceive a
research design (often leading to a survey). This usually leads to
collecting data on a modest scale and – when the opportunity arises –
analysing the data with the help of some statistics. Ask the students of
their opinion at the end of such a course and they tend to heave a deep
sigh of relief and say, “I have got through it. ” Then their real courses
start again, in which methodology often does not play a role at all. We
are of the opinion that writing-off methodology in this way is a real pity.
It ignores the valuable role that methodology should play in academic
teaching as a whole. Here, methodology is presented as a form of
thinking and acting that, while obviously entailing research work, can
also include the design and change of organisations. This broad approach
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has been purposefully chosen, as it is almost obvious from research and
graduation projects that the students do not really have a clue what
methodology involves and, therefore, wasting their time by producing
work that has a little quality.
Research Methods and Statistics for Business - Robert N. Lussier 2011
Summary: "Research Methods and Statistics for Business ... includes 30
research designs and 30 bivariate and multivariate statistical tests,
taking students through a step-by-step process to select the appropriate
statistical method. The authorʼs approach effectively integrates research
and statistics, beginning with research methodology and then guiding
students through the process of conducting their own statistical
research, from the initial process of selecting the research topic through
the finished research paper."--Waveland website, viewed 10th June,
2011.
Doing Research in the Real World - David E Gray 2013-11-12
Available with free access to the interactive eBook* for 12 months when
you buy the paperback version (ISBN 9781446295311 only), this is the
companion for any student undertaking a research project. Click on the
icons in the margins of the eBook to access a wealth of resources
including: Video Content Chapter introductions and top tips from the
author along with tried and tested open access videos on YouTube
introduce you to key chapter contents Datasets Play around with real
data in SPSS and put your statistics knowledge into practice Weblinks
Direct you to real world examples to broaden your knowledge Checklists
Guide you through a specific research process such as running a focus
group or conducting an interview Further Reading Link you to a range of
resources to deepen your understanding of a topic However you access
the content the Third Edition guides you smoothly through the research
process from start to finish setting out the skills needed to design and
conduct effective research and introduces the reader to the reality of
conducting research in the real world. It gives practical advice on how
best to select appropriate projects, design strategies, sources and
methods and provides the tools needed to collect, analyze and present
data. Applicable to any discipline and firmly rooted in the practicalities of

research there are new and exciting chapters on: - Using SPSS for
quantitative data analysis - Sampling strategies in quantitative and
qualitative research - Approaches to secondary analysis - Using focus
groups - Ethnography and participant observation (*interactivity only
available through Vitalsource eBook) Available with Perusall—an eBook
that makes it easier to prepare for class Perusall is an award-winning
eBook platform featuring social annotation tools that allow students and
instructors to collaboratively mark up and discuss their SAGE textbook.
Backed by research and supported by technological innovations
developed at Harvard University, this process of learning through
collaborative annotation keeps your students engaged and makes
teaching easier and more effective. Learn more.
Perception of Energy Experts on the Adoption of Energy Efficient
Technology - Ir. Dr. THIRUMALAICHELVAM SUBRAMANIAM
2019-04-22
Barriers to commercial and industrial energy efficiency improvements in
Klang Valley, Malaysia are more pronounced due to the existence of
factors such as weak policy and regulatory frameworks, economic and
financial constraints, lack of information, and other issues. This research
utilized a qualitative research methodology using a phenomenology
approach aimed at enhancing the knowledge of commercial and
industrial energy efficiency in Klang Valley, Malaysia by investigating the
barriers associated with the implementation of energy efficiency
measure. The eleven main themes and twenty-eight sub-themes
identified from the study revealed that energy is poorly managed in the
various commercial and industrial sectors and that there is an energy
efficiency gap resulting from the low implementation of energy efficiency
measures. In addition, the study revealed that the most important factors
impeding the implementation of cost-effective energy efficiency
technologies in the organizations are principally economic and financial
barriers such as lack of budget funding and access to capital. The study
also revealed that these economic and financial barriers are linked to the
lack of adequate government framework for commercial and industrial
energy efficiency. The study also showed that market factors related to
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cost reductions resulting from lowered energy use and threats of rising
energy prices are the most important drivers for adapting energy
efficiency technologies. To motivate energy efficiency, there should be
established standards, guidelines, roadmaps, regulations, and
enforcement of regulation suitable for the local environment, which at
present has not been executed completely in Malaysia.
Business Research Methods - Dr Sue Greener 2008
Research Methods for Business Students - Mark Saunders 2015-07-23
Revised edition of Research methods for business students, 2012.
Research Methods in Education - Joseph Check 2011-10-27
Research Methods in Education introduces research methods as an
integrated set of techniques for investigating questions about the
educational world. This lively, innovative text helps students connect
technique and substance, appreciate the value of both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies, and make ethical research decisions. It
weaves actual research "stories" into the presentation of research topics,
and it emphasizes validity, authenticity, and practical significance as
overarching research goals. The text is divided into three sections:
Foundations of Research (5 chapters), Research Design and Data
Collection (7 chapters), and Analyzing and Reporting Data (3 chapters).
This tripartite conceptual framework honors traditional quantitative
approaches while reflecting the growing popularity of qualitative studies,
mixed method designs, and school-based techniques. This approach
provides a comprehensive, conceptually unified, and well-written
introduction to the exciting but complex field of educational research.
The Essentials of Business Research Methods - Joe F. Hair Jr.
2015-08-14
Increasingly, managers must make decisions based on almost unlimited
information. How can they navigate and organize this vast amount of
data? Essentials of Business Research Methods provides research
techniques for people who aren't data analysts. The authors offer a
straightforward, hands-on approach to the vital managerial process of
gathering and using data to make clear business decisions. They include

critical topics, such as the increasing role of online research, ethical
issues, data mining, customer relationship management, and how to
conduct information-gathering activities more effectively in a rapidly
changing business environment. This is the only text that includes a
chapter on qualitative data analysis, and the coverage of quantitative
data analysis is more extensive, and much easier to understand than in
other texts. The book features a realistic continuing case throughout that
enables students to see how business research information is used in the
real world. It includes applied research examples in all chapters, as well
as ethical dilemma mini cases, and exercises.
Business Research Methods - Donald R. Cooper 2003-01-01
Cooper and Schindler's Business Research Methods offers students and
instructors thorough coverage of business research topics backed by
solid theory. The authors are successful marketing research consultants
and that is evident in the rich and realistic case studies found in the text.
Managerial decision making is the underlying theme, topics and
applications are presented and organized in a manner that allow
students to thoroughly understand business research topics and
functions. Consequently, the structure of the text encourages and
supports completion of an in-depth business research project during the
semester.
Research Methods For Business - Roger Bougie 2019-08-26
Research Methods For Business, 8th Edition explains the principles and
practices of using a systematic, organized method for solving
problematic issues in business organizations. Designed to help students
view research from the perspective of management, this popular
textbook guides students through the entire business research process.
Organized into six main themes—Introduction, Defining the Management
and the Research Problem, Theory, Collecting Information, Drawing
Conclusions, and Writing and Presenting the Research Report—the text
enables students to develop the skills and knowledge required to
successfully create, conduct, and analyze a research project. Now in its
eighth edition, this popular textbook has been thoroughly updated to
incorporate substantial new and expanded content, and reflect current
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research methods and practices. The text uses a unique blended learning
approach, allowing instructors the flexibility to custom-tailor their
courses to fit their specific needs. This innovative approach combines the
face-to-face classroom methods of the instructor with internet-based
activities that enable students to study what they want, when they want,
at their own pace.
Analysing Quantitative Survey Data for Business and Management
Students - Jeremy Dawson 2016-11-10
In Analysing Quantitative Survey Data, Jeremy Dawson introduces you to
the key elements of analysing quantitative survey data using classical
test theory, the measurement theory that underlies the techniques
described in the book. The methodological assumptions, basic
components and strengths and limitations of this analysis are explained
and with the help of illustrative examples, you are guided through how to
conduct the key procedures involved, including reliability analysis,
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. Ideal for Business and
Management students reading for a Master’s degree, each book in the
series may also serve as reference books for doctoral students and
faculty members interested in the method. Part of SAGE’s Mastering
Business Research Methods Series, conceived and edited by Bill Lee,
Mark N. K. Saunders and Vadake K. Narayanan and designed to support
researchers by providing in-depth and practical guidance on using a
chosen method of data collection or analysis. Watch the editors introduce
the Mastering Business Research Methods series
Business Research Methods - S Sreejesh 2013-07-31
Since research is best learned by doing, this book emphasizes a handson, do-it yourself approach. The readers have many opportunities to see
how business researches affect and support management decision. The
book used a case study approach for all the chapters with interactive
videos. The book gave emphasis to quantitative data analysis using a
software program, IBM SPSS 20.0. The data analysis chapters illustrate
in detail each step in running the software programs. The software
programs files are provided for all data sets: outputs, demonstration
movies, and screen captures are on the Website. This book provides

students most extensive help available to learn quantitative data analysis
using SPSS. Thus, the authors prepared this textbook and all the
additional materials to help the students to understand the functional
principles of business research and how to apply them in real-life
situations.
Social Science Research - Anol Bhattacherjee 2012-04-01
This book is designed to introduce doctoral and graduate students to the
process of conducting scientific research in the social sciences, business,
education, public health, and related disciplines. It is a one-stop,
comprehensive, and compact source for foundational concepts in
behavioral research, and can serve as a stand-alone text or as a
supplement to research readings in any doctoral seminar or research
methods class. This book is currently used as a research text at
universities on six continents and will shortly be available in nine
different languages.
Research Design - John W. Creswell 2017-11-27
This best-selling text pioneered the comparison of qualitative,
quantitative, and mixed methods research design. For all three
approaches, John W. Creswell and new co-author J. David Creswell
include a preliminary consideration of philosophical assumptions, key
elements of the research process, a review of the literature, an
assessment of the use of theory in research applications, and reflections
about the importance of writing and ethics in scholarly inquiry. The Fifth
Edition includes more coverage of: epistemological and ontological
positioning in relation to the research question and chosen methodology;
case study, PAR, visual and online methods in qualitative research;
qualitative and quantitative data analysis software; and in quantitative
methods more on power analysis to determine sample size, and more
coverage of experimental and survey designs; and updated with the
latest thinking and research in mixed methods. SHARE this Comparison
of Research Approaches poster with your students to help them navigate
the distinction between the three approaches to research.
Business Research Methods - Alan Bryman 2007
An adaptation of 'Social Research Methods' by Alan Bryman, this volume
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provides a comprehensive introduction to the area of business research
methods. It gives students an assessment of the contexts within which
different methods may be used and how they should be implemented.
Handbook of Research Methodology - 9781545703403
This comprehensive Handbook is aimed at both academic researchers
and practitioners in the field of research. The book's 8 chapters, provide
in-depth coverage of research methods based on the revised syllabus of
various universities especially considering the students of under
graduate, post graduate and doctorate level. This book is a product of
extensive literature survey made by the authors. The authors have made
sincere efforts to write the book in simple language. The book comprises
all the aspects according to new syllabus of PCI and APJ Abdul Kalam
Technical University, Lucknow. Though this book is intended for the use
of pharmacy students of any level yet it can also be useful to students of
applied fields and medical students. The book deals with interdisciplinary
fields such as finding research problems, writing research proposals,
obtaining funds for research, selecting research designs, searching the
literature and review, collection of data and analysis, preparation of
thesis, writing research papers for journals, citation and listing of
references, preparation of visual materials, oral and poster presentation
in conferences, minutes of meetings, and ethical issues in research. At
the end of every chapter and book some questions related to chapter
have been mentioned for the support of students to understand the
subject. Valuable suggestions for the improvement of this book are most
welcome.
Understanding Business Research - Bart L. Weathington 2012-08-20
Explore the essential steps for data collection, reporting, and analysis in
business research Understanding Business Research offers a
comprehensive introduction to the entire process of designing,
conducting, interpreting, and reporting findings in the business
environment. With an emphasis on the human factor, the book presents a
complete set of tools for tackling complex behavioral and social
processes that are a part of data collection in industry settings. Utilizing
numerous real-world examples throughout, the authors begin by

presenting an overview of the research process, outlining key ideas
relating to the business environment, ethics, and empirical methods.
Quantitative techniques and considerations that are specific to business
research, including sampling and the use of assessments, surveys, and
objective measures are also introduced. Subsequent chapters outline
both common and specialized research designs for business data,
including: Correlational Research Single Variable Between-Subjects
Research Correlated Groups Designs Qualitative and Mixed-Method
Research Between-Subjects Designs Between-Subjects Factorial Designs
Research with Categorical Data Each chapter is organized using an
accessible, comprehensive pedagogy that ensures a fluid presentation.
Case studies showcase the real-world applications of the discussed topics
while critical thinking exercises and Knowledge Checks supply questions
that allow readers to test their comprehension of the presented material.
Numerous graphics illustrate the visual nature of the research, and
chapter-end glossaries outline definitions of key terms. In addition,
detailed appendices provide a review of basic concepts and the most
commonly used statistical tables. Requiring only a basic understanding of
statistics, Understanding Business Research is an excellent book for
courses on business statistics as well as business and management
science research methods at the graduate level. The book is also a
valuable resource for practitioners in business, finance, and management
science who utilize qualitative and quantitative research methods in their
everyday work.
Case Study Research and Applications - Robert K. Yin 2017-09-27
The Sixth Edition of Robert K. Yin′s bestseller provides a complete portal
to the world of case study research. Offering comprehensive coverage of
the design and use of the case study method in addition to an integration
of applications, the book gives readers access to exemplary case studies
drawn from a wide variety of academic and applied fields. The
integration of applications will enable users to see more directly how
concrete case studies can implement the principles of case study
research methods.
RESEARCH METHODS FOR BUSINESS : A SKILL BUILDING
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APPROACH, 5TH ED - Uma Sekran 2011-06-01
Market_Desc: The book is intended for all business and marketing
students taking Research Methods (usually 2nd year and 3rd year) as
well as conversion masters and masters courses. About The Book:
Reputed for its clear and practical approach, Sekaran offers a framework
for conducting research in a scientific manner in all areas of business.
Students learn to develop practical knowledge and skills to understand
and carry out research projects. This new edition is updated to
strengthen areas of the text such as Data Analysis and to totally refresh
the section on the role of technology and the use of statistical packages
in research. Examples and scenarios will be updated and the book
continues to emphasize managerial relevance and ethical implications
throughout.
Business Research Methods and Statistics Using SPSS - Robert P Burns
2008-11-20
Ideal for those with a minimum of mathematical and statistical
knowledge, Business Research Methods and Statistics Using SPSS
provides an easy to follow approach to understanding and using
quantitative methods and statistics. It is solidly grounded in the context
of business and management research, enabling students to appreciate
the practical applications of the techniques and procedures explained.
The book is comprehensive in its coverage, including discussion of the
business context, statistical analysis of data, survey methods, and
reporting and presenting research. A companion website also contains
four extra chapters for the more advanced student, along with
PowerPoint slides for lecturers, and additional questions and exercises,
all of which aim to help students to: - Understand the importance and
application of statistics and quantitative methods in the field of business Design effective research studies - Interpret statistical results - Use
statistical information meaningfully - Use SPSS confidently
Introduction to Behavioral Research Methods - Mark R. Leary
2011-08-26
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your
course syllabus to ensure that youselect the correct ISBN. Several

versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition,you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing
your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book
with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Rigorous, yet
readable. The author presents the material with sufficient elaboration,
explanation, and examples that not only interest the student, but make it
understandable. Introduction to Behavioral Research Methods
incorporates the four basic approaches to behavioral research
(descriptive research, correlational research, experimental research, and
quasi-experimental research), and shows students how to conceptualize
questions, measure variables, design studies, and analyze data. Chapters
on research ethics and scientific writing (including the most recent
version of APA style) round out the book. Throughout each chapter,
boxes on “Developing Your Research Skills” and “Behavioral Research
Case Study” provide practical examples and pique student interest.
Teaching & Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MySearchLab
delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging
experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner
with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students
and instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking — New upto-date Behavioral Research Case Studies help students apply research
to practice. Engage Students — The text is designed to make research
methods understandable, useful, and interesting for students. Explore
Research — Real research, tidbits about the lives of famous researchers,
and intriguing controversies that have arisen in behavioral science are
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included. A lab manual in MySearchLab helps engage students in the
research process. Support Instructors — MyTest, PowerPoints, and an
instructor's manual offer additional support for instructors. Note:
MySearchLab with eText does not come automatically packaged with this
text. To purchase MySearchLab with eText, please
visit:www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text
+ MySearchLab with eText (at no additional cost). VP: 0205196284 /
9780205196289
Understanding Research Methods - Mildred L. Patten 2017-06-26
A perennial bestseller since 1997, this updated tenth edition of
Understanding Research Methods provides a detailed overview of all the
important concepts traditionally covered in a research methods class. It
covers the principles of both qualitative and quantitative research, and
how to interpret statistics without computations, so is suitable for all
students regardless of their math background. The book is organized so
that each concept is treated independently and can be used in any order
without resulting in gaps in knowledge—allowing it to be easily and
precisely adapted to any course. It uses lively examples on contemporary
topics to stimulate students’ interest, and engages them by showing the
relevance of research methods to their everyday lives. Numerous case
studies and end-of-section exercises help students master the material
and encourage classroom discussion. The text is divided into short,
independent topic sections, making it easy for you to adapt the material
to your own teaching needs and customize assignments to the aspect of
qualitative or quantitative methods under study—helping to improve
students’ comprehension and retention of difficult concepts. Additional
online PowerPoint slides and test bank questions make this a complete
resource for introducing students to research methods. New to this
edition: New topic section on design decisions in research Additional
material on production of knowledge and research methods Significant
development of material on ethical considerations in research Fresh and
contemporary examples from a wide variety of real, published research
Topic-specific exercises at the end of each section now include
suggestions for further steps researchers can take as they build their

research project.
Encyclopedia of Survey Research Methods - Paul J. Lavrakas
2008-09-12
In conjunction with top survey researchers around the world and with
Nielsen Media Research serving as the corporate sponsor, the
Encyclopedia of Survey Research Methods presents state-of-the-art
information and methodological examples from the field of survey
research. Although there are other "how-to" guides and references texts
on survey research, none is as comprehensive as this Encyclopedia, and
none presents the material in such a focused and approachable manner.
With more than 600 entries, this resource uses a Total Survey Error
perspective that considers all aspects of possible survey error from a
cost-benefit standpoint.
Research Methods - Kirsty Williamson 2017-11-27
Research Methods: Information, Systems, and Contexts, Second Edition,
presents up-to-date guidance on how to teach research methods to
graduate students and professionals working in information
management, information science, librarianship, archives, and records
and information systems. It provides a coherent and precise account of
current research themes and structures, giving students guidance,
appreciation of the scope of research paradigms, and the consequences
of specific courses of action. Each of these valuable sections will help
users determine the relevance of particular approaches to their own
questions. The book presents academics who teach research and
information professionals who carry out research with new resources
and guidance on lesser-known research paradigms. Provides up-to-date
knowledge of research methods and their applications Provides a
coherent and precise account of current research themes and structures
through chapters written by authors who are experts in their fields Helps
students and researchers understand the range of quantitative and
qualitative approaches available for research, as well as how to make
practical use of them Provides many illustrations from projects in which
authors have been involved, to enhance understanding Emphasises the
nexus between formulation of research question and choice of research
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methodology Enables new researchers to understand the implications of
their planning decisions
Qualitative Methods in Business Research - Päivi Eriksson 2008-03-17
`Comprehensive, current and compelling, a winning combination for any
research student or practitioner interested in increasing his/her
knowledge about qualitative methods as they apply to business research'
- The Qualitative Report Covering all the major qualitative approaches in
business studies (including case study research, ethnography, narrative
inquiry, discourse analysis, grounded theory and action research), this
practical how-to guide shows how qualitative methods are used within
management, marketing, organizational studies and accounting. Within
each approach, the authors consider crucial issues such as framing the
research, generating research questions, getting access, collecting
empirical materials, reporting the results and evaluating the research.
Original case studies drawn from around the world are included
throughout to demonstrate the practical applications of the methods
discussed.
Case Study Research for Business - Jillian Dawes Farquhar
2012-02-21
The only case study research textbook written exclusively for students of
Business and related disciplines. Using a step-by-step approach, Case
Study Research for Business takes you right through the case study
research process from research design and data collection using
qualitative and quantitative methods, to research analysis, writing up
and presenting your work. Key features: - Takes a multidisciplinary
approach to case study research design by drawing on research
philosophies to improve student understanding of these critical research
traditions and hence provide firmer theoretical foundations for their
research - Coverage of contemporary topics such as research ethics and
access - Packed with practical examples from all areas of business Pedagogical features include vignettes, exercises and ′cases′ which
directly relate to business research Case Study Research for Business
will prove a valuable resource for undergraduate, postgraduate and
research students of business and related disciplines.

Management and Business Research - Mark Easterby-Smith 2018-04-16
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an eversion click here or for more information contact your local sales
representative. Get 24 months FREE access to an interactive eBook
when purchasing the paperback* The Sixth Edition continues to give
students a comprehensive overview of what is needed to carry-out
successful and effective research, with practical hands-on guidance on
how to conduct a dissertation project or research thesis, in business and
management. New to This Edition: Complimentary fully integrated
interactive eBook version. Coverage of online data collection,
netnography, big data and data visualization. Research philosophy in
chapter 3 is further supported and enhanced by an author video
overview available online and a pull out at the back of the book that gives
a useful visual representation of each key component of the research
process using a tree as a metaphor. Annotated further reading
recommendations. An important new feature is the “Research in Action”
textboxes, which consist of engaging accounts of real-world research
experiences from academics, practitioners and students. Examples
include measuring the impact of development programmes on Chinese
rural communities, and qualitative data being used to measure the
experiences of UK taxi drivers. Each contributor has also given a
practical ‘top tip’ for doing research successfully. The book is
complemented by a FREE Interactive eBook and online resources
including PowerPoint slides, datasets, multiple-choice questions, eflashcards and links to additional online material. Suitable reading for
any student carrying out a research project, dissertation or thesis in
business and management. *Interactivity only available through
Vitalsource eBook included as part of paperback product (ISBN
9781526446954). Access not guaranteed on second-hand copies (as
access code may have previously been redeemed).
Research Methods for Business - Uma Sekaran 2013-04-08
Research Methods for Business: A Skill-Building Approach is a concise
and straightforward introduction for students to the world of business
research. The skill-building approach provides students with practical
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perspectives on how research can be applied in real business situations.
Maintaining Uma Sekaran’s popular and accessible style of writing,
Roger Bougie draws upon his extensive experience of the field to present
an up-to-date guide on business research for the aspiring future
manager. The sixth edition has been substantially revised to go beyond
the scientific approach and gives students a comprehensive introduction
to what constitutes good research. This edition includes a range of new
material on alternative approaches to business research, including three
new chapters on: The Critical Literature Review, Observation, and
Questionnaires. Other chapters on The Broad Problem Area and Defining
the Problem Statement, Research Design, Interviews and The Research
Report have also been substantially revised. The new edition also
features cases from Europe, Asia and the US to give students a global
view of modern business research methods. Examples are drawn from
different areas of business - such as human resources management,
strategic management, operations management, finance, accounting, and
information management - to provide students with a comprehensive
overview of the applications of research methods. An extensive set of
resources accompany this text, including: Video material developed by
the author, giving extra explanation on difficult topics PowerPoint slides
for each chapter Additional case studies Lecturer test bank including
multiple choice, true false, short answer and essay questions Data sets
Over 250 quiz questions for students’ self-study Find out more about
these resources and visit our showcase site at:
http://www.wileyresearchmethodsforbusiness.com/ An interactive e-Book
is included with this text, featuring a wealth of embedded media,
including: 20 videos, online case studies, self-test quizzes and flashcards.
View a demo of this e-book at:
http://www.wileyresearchmethodsforbusiness.com/
Researching Peacebuilding in Africa - Ismail Rashid 2020-11-30
This book examines the multifaceted nature of conflict and the
importance of the socio-economic and political contexts of conflict and
violence and shows how to support ongoing initiatives and programs to
build sustainable peace on the African continent. Drawing on a range of

conceptual framings in the study of peace and conflict, from gender
perspectives to institutionalist to decolonial perspectives, the
contributors show how peacebuilding research covers a whole range of
questions that go beyond concerns for post-conflict reconstruction
strategies. Chapters focus on the methodological, theoretical and
practical aspects of peacebuilding and provide a toolbox of perspectives
for conceptualizing and doing peacebuilding research in Africa.
Anchored in African-centered perspectives, the book encourages and
promotes high-quality interdisciplinary research that is conflict-sensitive,
historically informed, theoretically grounded and analytically sound. This
book will be of benefit to scholars, policy makers and research
institutions engaged in peacebuilding in Africa.
Essentials of Business Research - Jonathan Wilson 2014-01-20
Written specifically for business students, this best-selling, jargon-free
textbook highlights each stage of the research process, guiding the
reader through actionable steps and explicitly setting out how best to
meet a supervisor's expectations. Easy to navigate and full of practical
advice, it shows you how to choose a topic and write a proposal, with
easy to follow tips and detailed screenshots and diagrams. Key student
features include: 'You're the Supervisor' sections - helps students to meet
learning objectives 'Common questions and answers' - real-world advice
on how to tackle common challenges Examples from different types of
international businesses Detailed guidance on software packages such as
SPSS Student case studies Annotated further reading Accompanied by a
fully integrated companion website designed to support learning. Free to
access, it includes author podcasts, guides to online tools, links to
downloadable journal articles, examples of completed projects,
PowerPoint slides and students' multiple choice questions to test
progress. Available on publication:
www.uk.sagepub.com/jonathanwilson2e. A must-have title for all
business and management students; this is the ideal companion for
achieving success in your research project. Lecturers/instructors request a free digital inspection copy here
Research Methods for Business & Management - Kevin D. O'Gorman
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2015
This updated and revised edition offers a comprehensive overview of key
research methods and the main choices available when undertaking
research in business and management. New to this edition is a
comprehensive, practical guide on how to write your dissertation invaluable to all. It is a clear, concise and practical guide containing
wealth of outstanding examples for each method covered.Central to this
edition is the 'methods map' (chapter 4), which sets out a logical process
for researchers to articulate their position in relation to five key aspects
of their research philosophy. In addition, the editors have developed a
free app to accompany the book and this enables novice researchers to
quickly develop a comprehensive justification of their particular research
design in an interactive way. Taking you through the entire life cycle of a
dissertation, the text covers everything from the purposes of research
through to chapters on gathering primary and secondary data; using
literature; quantitative and qualitative research; managing your
research; using data and research ethics. Individual chapters are allied
to a powerful critical commentary showing how some of the world's
leading scholars have used particular methods in their own research.
Carefully constructed to achieve the greatest clarity for the student the
text gives the reader: * In-text exercises * End of chapter' review
questions with solutions* Exemplar papers identified and discussed for
each of the main methods *Directed further reading for developing
understanding in key areas It is an essential learning aid for upper level
undergraduates and postgraduates across a wide range of business and
management courses and it comes with a range of supported learning
materials including tutorials, lecture slides and tutor notes.Kevin
O'Gorman is Professor of Management and Business History and Head of
Business Management in the School of Languages and Management in
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh. He trained in Glasgow, Salamanca
and Rome as a philosopher, theologian and historian. His research
interests have a dual focus: Origins, history and cultural practices of
hospitality, and philosophical, ethical and cultural underpinnings of
contemporary management practices. Using a wide range of

methodological approaches he has published over 80 journal articles,
books, chapters, and conference papers in business and management
studies.Robert MacIntosh is Professor of Strategy and Head of the
School of Management and Languages at Heriot-Watt University. He
trained as an engineer and has worked at the Universities of Glasgow
and Strathclyde. His research on the ways in which top teams develop
strategy and on organizational change has been published in a wide
range of outlets. He has a long-standing interest in research methods for
business and management studies and has published on the relevance of
management research using methods that include ethnography and
action research. He has consulted extensively with public and private
sector organizations and sits on the board of the charity Turning Point
Scotland.
Online Course Pack - Pervez Ghauri 2006-03-01
Research Methods for Public Administrators - Gary Rassel 2020-12-30
Research Methods for Public Administrators contains a thorough
overview of research methods and statistical applications for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, and practitioners. The material is
based on established social science methods. Concepts and applications
are discussed and illustrated with examples from actual research. The
book covers research design, methods of data collection, instructions on
formulating research plans, measurement, sampling procedures, and
statistical applications from basic statistics to more advance techniques.
The basics of conducting experiments, survey research, case studies, and
focus groups are discussed. Data organization, management, and
analysis are also covered, as are data analysis and hypothesis testing.
Descriptive and inferential statistics are discussed and illustrated with
examples. The book also includes a chapter on obtaining and analyzing
secondary data (data already collected for other purposes) and a chapter
on reporting and presenting research results to a variety of audiences.
This is a general textbook written primarily for students of public
administration and practitioners in public and not-for-profit
organizations. It includes materials shown to be useful in gathering and
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assessing information for making decisions and implementing policies.
The material is discussed at a level to be accessible and with enough
detail to be useful. New to the seventh edition: Additional and expanded
material on qualitative research, big data, metadata, literature reviews,
and causal inference New material on experiments and experimental
research New examples and case studies, including those dealing with
public policy Expanded material on using computers for data
management Information on new NSF and NIH ethics and protection of
human subjects requirements for researchers New data sets and Power
Point slides for each chapter.
Practicing Strategy - A South African Steel Industry Context - Andretta
Tsebe 2021-10-28
Discussion on strategic management practices that have been applied in
the South African steel industry, including theory on business rescue that
was applied to turn around the industry
Building Design and Construction Handbook - Frederick S. Merritt 1982
Provides updated, comprehensive, and practical information and
guidelines on aspects of building design and construction, including
materials, methods, structural types, components, and costs, and
management techniques.
Community-Based Participatory Research - Karen Hacker 2013
Community Based Participatory Research by Dr. Karen Hacker presents
a practical approach to CBPR by describing how an individual researcher
might understand and then actually conduct CBPR research. This how-to
book provides a concise overview of CBPR theoretical underpinnings,
methods considerations, and ethical issues in an accessible format
interspersed with real life case examples that can accompany other
methodologic texts in multiple disciplines.
Management and Business Research - Mark Easterby-Smith 2015-04-01
Now in its Fifth Edition, this much-loved text offers theoretical and
philosophical depth as well as insights into practice. The text covers the
entire research process in an accessible way and provides critical,

thoughtful treatment of important issues like ethics and politics, making
it an invaluable companion for any business and management student
New to the Fifth Edition: Expanded to include examples from across
business and management including Marketing, International Business
and Psychology Up-to-date, international examples and cases from a
range of countries Introductory chapter looks at writing proposals in
detail Chapter on the literature review now includes how to critically
review Move towards new technologies and social media including
discussion of wikis and cloud sourcing Improved structure and flow, with
three chapters on qualitative methods and three on quantitative methods
Additional practical exercises which are linked to key research tasks
throughout The companion website
(https://edge.sagepub.com/easterbysmith) offers a wealth of resources
for both lecturers and students including, for lecturers, an instructor′s
manual and PowerPoint slides and, for students, author podcasts, journal
articles, web links, MCQs, datasets and a glossary.
The New Marketing - Cheryl Burgess 2020-08-29
In our hyper-connected world that is changing at warp speed, marketers
recognize the need to shift from traditional marketing methods to a new
way that can help them better navigate the unpredictable environment.
For traditionalists, this change has posed a challenge. Many have tried to
incorporate new approaches into the old models they grew up with, only
to be frustrated with the results. From the bestselling authors of The
Social Employee, and LinkedIn Learning course authors, comes a
powerful new textbook that cracks the marketing code in our hyperfocused digital age. The New Marketing, with contributions spanning
CMO trailblazers to martech disruptors, behavioral economics luminaries
at Yale to leading marketing thinkers at Kellogg and Wharton, is a GPS
for navigating in a digital world and moves the craft of marketing
through the forces of marketing transformation. We can’t predict the
future. But our goal is to help make Masters/MBA students and
marketing practitioners future-ready and successful.
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